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In order to dodge Ares' wrath, wicked Eros uses his
arrows to trick Ares and Herakles into falling in hot,
carnal Greek Love. And Eros gets his in the end for his
mischief ]] GREEK LOVE is the fifth graphic novel written
and art directed by Chicago-based Dale Lazarov.
Oxidative stress is the result of an imbalance in prooxidant/antioxidant homeostasis that leads to the
generation of toxic reactive oxygen species. Brain cells
are continuously exposed to reactive oxygen species
generated by oxidative metabolism, and in certain
pathological conditions defense mechanisms against
oxygen radicals may be weakened and/or overwhelmed.
DNA is a potential target for oxidative damage, and
genomic damage can contribute to neuropathogenesis. It
is important therefore to identify tools for the quantitative
analysis of DNA damage in models on neurological
disorders. This book presents detailed information on
various neurodegenerative disorders and their
connection with oxidative stress. This information will
provide clinicians with directions to treat these disorders
with appropriate therapy and is also of vital importance
for the drug industries for the design of new drugs for
treatment of degenerative disorders. * Contains the latest
information on the subject of neurodegenerative
disorders * Reflects on various factors involved in
degeneration and gives suggestions for how to tackle
these problems
Hard to Swallow Comics was launched with a simple
premise: that erotic comics should be great stories as
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well as being sexy. Now, out-of-print, the series ran from
2006 to 2009 and featured everything from werewolves
and skater ghosts to pirates and porn stars.
A new collection of gay manga from renowned creator
Takeshi Matsu. Matsu has been widely published in the
world of gay manga and has a rapidly growing fan base,
both in Japan and in the UK. This book features the
science-fiction themed cover story Dr Makumakuran and
various other erotic fantasy stories.
All 26 episodes of the Kake comic serial have been
collected in one volume--a reflection of a time when gay
men were men, sex was carefree, and everyone wore a
big, thick, mustache.
In the spirit of friendship, an observational tour of the
miracles of cooperative workers' endeavors turns into a
stimulating, brawny holiday for a Moscow host and a
guest from the East of the continent. Will their manly
man-love surmount the obstacles between them?
Inspired by Russia's current law against gay visibility,
COMRADES wallows in the unabashed romanticism and
muscular, unintentional homoeroticism of Soviet-era
propaganda art!
A celebration of Superman's life and history—in time for
his 75th birthday How has the Big Blue Boy Scout stayed
so popular for so long? How has he changed with the
times, and what essential aspects of him have remained
constant? This fascinating biography examines
Superman as a cultural phenomenon through 75 years of
action-packed adventures, from his early years as a
social activist in circus tights to his growth into the
internationally renowned demigod he is today.
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Chronicles the ever-evolving Man of Steel and his
world—not just the men and women behind the comics,
movies and shows, but his continually shifting origin
story, burgeoning powers, and the colorful cast of trusted
friends and deadly villains that surround him Places
every iteration of the Man of Steel into the character's
greater, decades-long story: From Bud Collyer to Henry
Cavill, World War II propagandist to peanut butter
pitchman, Super Pup to Super Friends, comic strip to
Broadway musical, Lori Lemaris to Lois & Clark—it's all
here Affectionate, in-depth analyses of the hero's most
beloved adventures, in and out of the comics—his most
iconic Golden Age tales, goofiest Silver Age exploits, and
the contemporary film, television, and comics stories that
keep him alive today Written by NPR book critic, blogger,
and resident comic book expert, Glen Weldon
Why are there no gay characters in fairy tales...? You
ought to know that the Huntsman and Woodsman not
only share a dangerous forest as a workplace...they
share a bower of bliss. KINDLY WOODSMEN is a sexpositive gay graphic novel that reimagines two fairy tale
supporting characters as an outdoorsy couple who can't
get enough of each other!

Wordless short stories of men seducing men sweet, romantic and explicit.
Bulldogs collects three gay comics stories that
celebrate what we all love about manly men from the
United Kingdom! "Caber Tossers" features three
kilted Scottish sportsmen who meet and compete in
Highland Games of strength ... and then team up for
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a friendly non-competitive bit of sport afterwards.
Two kind and gentle but very masculine village
clergymen?one young and charming, one
distinguished and experienced?find themselves in
"Hot Vicar On Vicar Action" with each other. And a
saucy chav and a friendly South Asian bobby keep
hooking up for increasingly intimate late-night
cottaging sessions in an urban London park until one
of them says it's a "Fair Cop..".
As destiny calls upon James, a rough and tough
biker, he has to save a magical kingdom where he
encounters a cast of legendary demons, guards, and
princesses ... Another fantastic story by Iceman Blue
which is as erotic as it is funny.
96 pages of comic strip - that's something that can
be leafed through fairly quickly, one should think. But
things are different when it comes to American comic
artist Zack's juicy, nasty and nostalgic erotic stories!
In fact, the stories are so hot that readers will have
trouble getting through just one of them from
beginning to end without...well, taking a break, shall
we say? But Zack's comics are also so much more
than sex. They're arty, nostalgic and fantastically
drawn; a real treat for all the senses!
Read What You've Been Missing! This profusely
illustrated video consumer guide is a must for all
fans & collectors of Horror, Science Fiction &
Fantasy films on tape & disc. A companion to the
popular VIDEO WATCHDOG Magazine, THE
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VIDEO WATCHDOG BOOK contains witty &
informative descriptions of 100s of titles, including
out-of-print rarities, alternate versions, foreign
language & import releases, continuity errors... even
detailed descriptions of missing (& censored)
scenes! Written by video authority Tim Lucas, whose
work has appeared in numerous books & magazines
in the United States & Europe. Also includes an
indispensible list of more than 650 retitled videos, a
book index, plus a complete index to the first 12
issues of VIDEO WATCHDOG Magazine! Features
a Foreword by cult Director Joe Dante (GREMLINS,
THE HOWLING), a striking full-color cover by
Stephen R. Bissette (SWAMP THING), & spot
illustrations by Brian Thomas (TEENAGE MUTANT
NINJA TURTLES). Here's what the experts say
about VIDEO WATCHDOG: "Fascinating... the best
effort of its kind I've seen!"--Vincent Price. "A
thorough, accurate, & knowledgeable source that's
as good as anything I've read!"--Christopher Lee.
"Intriguing, thought-provoking, & marvelously
obsessive!--USA TODAY.
BULLDOGS collects three gay comics stories that
celebrate what we all love about manly men from the
United Kingdom! "Caber Tossers" features three
kilted Scottish sportsmen who meet and compete in
Highland Games of strength...and then team up for a
friendly non-competitive bit of sport afterwards. Two
kind and gentle but very masculine village
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clergymen?one young and charming, one
distinguished and experienced?find themselves in
"Hot Vicar On Vicar Action" with each other. And a
saucy chav and a friendly South Asian bobby keep
hooking up for increasingly intimate late-night
cottaging sessions in an urban London park until one
of them says it's a "Fair Cop..".
It's mating season in the woods, when a gentlehearted goatman, Takegiri, is attacked by a sexcrazed lynx-man, Kurohae! Relentlessly tormented,
Takegiri yells, "Stop! Stop!" until he notices
Kurohae's hungered gaze! From beastman love to
android love and much more... Kijima unleashes wild
love in its many forms in this new BL anthology!
CARNAL features three stories of carnality and
sweetness between manly men! In "Hunk Tank," two
hot cops meet while working the public intoxication
beat at a Pride march. What follows their meeting
would give anyone reason to celebrate. "Your Turn"
is a story of two telenovela-hot papis who make a
winning team for domino games...and for everything
else! Finally, in "Connecting," a beardo IT cub
cannot resist temptation and snoops around the
folders of the crashed laptop of a professor daddy
bear. So he sets to restore the professor, too...
Tegneserie - graphic novel. Baseret på den
homoerotiske roman "Teleny" af Oscar Wilde m.fl.
What do you do when you can't cast spells? You
make your own magic. Jackson Pryde was never
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great at wielding magic. Instead, he works as an
artificer, crafting enchanted devices in the Black
Market, a shadowy bazaar of wonders. But Xander
Wright, the mouthy, pretentious mage next door,
hates all the hammering in Jackson's workshop.
When a chance assignment forces them to team up,
they discover a terrifying predicament. Something is
driving members of the magical community into
murderous rages. Jackson and Xander must
combine might and magic to find the source of the
Fever and stop it. Can they put aside their
differences long enough to end the Fever, or will
they succumb to its bloodthirsty curse? A Touch of
Fever is a 70,000-word M/M urban fantasy romance
with a HFN ending. Join a fast-talking artificer and a
snarky sorcerer, best friends turned bitter enemies,
as they navigate an adventure filled with strange
flora, mythical fauna, and magical murders. If you
like your urban fantasy with humor, horror, and a
whole lot of heart, you've come to the right place.
Experience A Touch of Fever today.
Called "consistently outstanding" by the Lambda
Book Review and cited for "glorious approaches to
gay male sexual writing, " by the Harvard Gay and
Lesbian Review, Richard Labonte's Best Gay Erotica
series sets and raises the bar in the 2012 volume.
Gathering the hottest, freshest, and most literary
fiction for the year, Best Gay Erotica 2012 captures
the tenderness and raw energy of man-on-man
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desire. From the innocent but oh-so-beautiful boy
next door to the "seen it all" gritty street hustler,
these provocative and potent short stories will grab
your attention and your erotic imagination.
Few medical or scientific addresses have so
unmistakeably made history as the presentation
delivered by Alois Alzheimer on November 4, 1906
in Tübingen. The celebratory event "Alzheimer 100
Years and Beyond" was organized through the
Alzheimer community in Germany and worldwide, in
collaboration with the Fondation Ipsen. This volume,
a collection of articles by the invited speakers and of
a few other prominent researchers, is published as a
record of those events.
In "Timber," a hunky third-wheel bachelor goes on a
lonely hike after his partnered friends disturb his
sleep by having early morning sex in the
campgrounds. After completely losing his way in a
magical forest, he meets an uncannily-masculine
threesome of lumberjacks who take him to their
cabin for rescue of a different kind and reveal their
true, devastatingly hot natures in bed! "Timber" is
published by Sticky Graphic Novels, an imprint for
wordless, gay character-based, sex-positive graphic
novels founded by Dale Lazarov."
MANLY collects three gay erotic comics full of
tenderness between masculine men! In "Busted," a
hot rest stop bubba helps a tough guy Federal agent
stop an escaping drug chef. They both get medals -Page 8/16
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and then get each other... In "Clinch," a young Latino
and a mature Irish boxer figure out how to engage
each other on and off the boxing ring... And a MiddleEastern hunk finds out how to get the attention of an
intimidating muscle daddy he always sees at a
leather/levis dive...when he sees he is a "Hot
Librarian"!
The progressive ageing of the general population
and the consequent increase of the number of old
people has made the typical medical problems of
aged people more frequently observed, and
particularly the problems related to the ageing brain.
This new book is an updated overview of relevant
aspects of cognitive decline associated with ageing.
Within the wide landscape of brain ageing the
authors reconsider the role of the main predisposing
factors and risk factors on the development of
various form of mental decline, from mild cognitive
impairment to dementia. The strength of this book is
the large, updated overview of the most recent data
of scientific literature regarding the role of genetic,
metabolic and environmental factors on the
predisposition and onset of cognitive decline.
Particular attention is paid to the dietary micro- and
macronutrients and to their possible role in the
pathogenesis of the various form of dementigen
disorders.
"The luminous, detailed drawings of PEACOCK
PUNKS, uncluttered by dialogue balloons, leave
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room for the imagination to roam ... Five guys who
live at the intersection of sexy and cute meet on a
rainy evening at a nightclub and head home for a
shower and group sex. A fun time is had by all,
including the reader, who can insert himself into the
fantasy in a number of combinations."--Larry-bob
Roberts, author of The International Homosexual
Conspiracy and founder and editor of Holy
Titclamps.
In FAST FRIENDS, two men accidentally find refuge,
in each other's strong arms, from both a winter storm
and the cruel lovers who don't cherish them. Without
words, Lazarov and Broderick tell a story in graphic
novel form that's rich in detail, feeling, and sexual
sensitivity.
A leather-daddy superhero on his night patrol
catches a magical-beardo supervillain in the act of
cracking a safe... but just before he can make a
citizen's arrest, the villain unleashes his secret
weapon: his ensorcelling muscly manbutt! Who can
resist such enticement to sexual congress? There is
much chasing, mid-flight penetrating, and propertydamaging grudge-fucking...and, then...cuddling All
this and more in ADVERSARIES!
“There are monsters among us. There always have
been and there always will be. I’ve known that ever
since I can remember, just like I’ve always known I
was one… …Well, half of one, anyway.” Welcome to
the Big Apple. There’s a troll under the Brooklyn
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Bridge, a boggle in Central Park, and a beautiful
vampire in a penthouse on the Upper East Side—and
that’s only the beginning. Of course, most humans
are oblivious to the preternatural nightlife around
them, but Cal Leandros is only half-human. His
father’s dark lineage is the stuff of nightmares—and
he and his entire otherworldly race are after Cal.
Why? Cal hasn’t exactly wanted to stick around long
enough to find out. He and his half-brother Niko have
managed to stay a step ahead for three years, but
now Cal’s dad has found them again. And Cal is
about to learn why they want him, why they’ve
always wanted him…for he is the key to unleashing
their hell on earth. The fate of the human world will
be decided in the fight of Cal’s life…
Recent studies show that more people than ever
before are reaching old age in better health and
enjoying that health for a longer time. This Handbook
outlines the latest discoveries in the study of aging
from bio-medicine, psychology, and sociodemography. It treats the study of aging as a
multidisciplinary scientific subject, since it requires
the interplay of broad disciplines, while offering high
motivation, positive attitudes, and behaviors for
aging well, and lifestyle changes that will help people
to stay healthier across life span and in old age.
Written by leading scholars from various academic
disciplines, the chapters delve into the most topical
aspects of aging today - including biological
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mechanisms of aging, aging with health, active and
productive aging, aging with satisfaction, aging with
respect, and aging with dignity. Aimed at health
professionals as well as general readers, this
Cambridge Handbook offers a new, positive
approach to later life.
Come get your nasty on! With Best Gay Erotica
2014, lauded literati Larry Duplechan continues the
grand Labonté tradition of serving up steaming manon-man sex stories of the highest literary quality.
Sometimes rough and always ready, Best Gay
Erotica 2014, is filled with stories of rough riders,
silver fox studs, and hustlers, as well as coming out
and coming of age youth. Watch an all-too-willing
“sub” hung from the ceiling and treated to a gangspanking with a sweet ending in “The Piñata
Conquest” by Boot LS. Huck Pilgrim lets you hear a
cocky young shop-lifter whimper and beg as he
endures the meaty punishment exacted by a muscledaddy mall cop in “Five Finger Discount”. With
guest judge Joe Mannetti (former erotic-video
performer and Mr. International Daddy Bear) picking
this crop of stories, you’ll agree — he knows “hot”
when he sees it. Pick up Best Gay Erotica 2014, but
be sure to keep one hand free.
Rough and surly, smooth and sultry, or quick and
raw in public places — however you like it, you’ll find
it in Best Gay Erotica 2007, twenty of the hottest and
best-written sex stories to appear in print this year,
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along with fourteen pages of comics that aren’t for
kids. In Jay Neal’s “The Lighthouse Keep,” a
stranded traveler stumbles into a ghost story, a
murder mystery, and a skin-tingling S/M thriller rolled
into one, complete with B-movie storm effects and a
gnarled ancient mariner. Cat Tailor’s “There’s More
to Kink than Leather” follows a leather daddy as he
makes a crucial misstep into a drag bar, where the
queens are restless for new subjects. And in Greg
Herren’s “Disaster Relief,” a renter whose
apartment was flooded by Hurricane Katrina gets
some unexpected comfort from a FEMA inspector.
In GOOD SPORTS, a field hockey coach and his
partner celebrate his team's win by spending the day
after the tourney in each other's arms. Between their
bouts of tenderness and high-stamina sex, this
graphic novel flashes back to how the couple met as
young sportsmen and won each other over both in
the field and in private.
There's a dead body in Miki St. John's vintage
Pontiac GTO, and he has no idea how it got there.
After Miki survives the tragic accident that killed his
best friend and the other members of their band,
Sinner's Gin, all he wants is to hide from the world in
the refurbished warehouse he bought before their
last tour. But when the man who sexually abused
him as a boy is killed and his remains are dumped in
Miki's car, Miki fears Death isn't done with him yet.
Kane Morgan, the SFPD inspector renting space in
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the art co-op next door, initially suspects Miki had a
hand in the man's murder, but Kane soon realizes
Miki is as much a victim as the man splattered inside
the GTO. As the murderer's body count rises, the
attraction between Miki and Kane heats up. Neither
man knows if they can make a relationship work, but
despite Miki's emotional damage, Kane is
determined to teach him how to love and be
loved--provided, of course, Kane can catch the killer
before Miki becomes the murderer's final victim.
Manly
'STICKY' is the groundbreaking collection of characterbased, sex-positive tales of man-on-man carnality and
sweetness written by Dale Lazarov and drawn by Steve
MacIsaac - now in its 10th anniversary of publication!
'This is why your mom didn't want you reading so many
comic books,' says Unzipped. Although intended
predominantly for gay males, 'STICKY' is also suitable
for heterosexual women who make up a large part of the
audience for gay erotic comics.
Frank Grissel is a hard-knuckled PI in 1953 San
Francisco, aided by long-suffering secretary/lover
Loretta. Grissel's search for a runaway girl winds up with
him becoming a suspect in a string of gruesome
murders, falling into the arms of a Chinese heiress,
losing Loretta to the sadistic 'Colonel', &, finally to the
gender-bending truth.
A rakish Nashville country music stud goes shopping for
a spectacular steel guitar with his entourage. In the
guitar store, the dealer daddy also catches his eye.
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Turns out the guitar dealer is looking to buy what the
country star is selling in his skin-tight jeans... Nu-Country
and Ol' Country meet and more than make nice in
PARDNERS!
"SLY" features the adventures of a hyper-sexy, catsuited super-spy and the men he sleeps with when
saving the world from threats to world peace! First, he
goes on a Smooth Extraction, the rescue operation of a
beardy scientist kidnapped by an evil international
paramilitary criminal organization The mission goes hot
when the glasses come off, the zippers unzipped, and no
asset s left unstirred! Then, he shuttles to an
international space station to keep track of a possible
threat to nuclear safety and for a conjugal visit with an
astronaut who s his "Long-Distance Relationship"!,
Lastly, out super-spy defeats the hulking Asian
henchman with a "Killer Kiss" that turns him against his
sinister mod boss! But, if the mod boss keeps trying to
kill them for revenge, how can spy and ex-henchman
keep rolling in the hay? "SLY" is published by Sticky
Graphic Novels, an imprint for wordless, gay characterbased, sex-positive graphic novels founded by Dale
Lazarov."
An erotic graphic novel that pushes all the right buttons,
Cheat(er) Code is a hilarious, sexy, and surprisingly
tender story about navigating heartbreak and
rediscovering your own confidence. Kennedy and his
boyfriend Seth have been together six years, and
honestly, it's pretty comfortable. That is, until the couple
gets into a huge, potentially relationship-changing fight.
Kennedy turns to his trusty video games to distract
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himself, but when a random power surge hits, he's
transported inside his video game library. Dazed and
incredulous about his digital predicament, Ken finds
himself seduced by a silver daddy, rutting with a couple
of barbarians from an epic fantasy, and sorting through a
lot of confusing feelings about his favorite
anthropomorphic cheetah character. Kennedy will need
to confront his biggest fears to get back to reality before
the game glitches him out of existence, but sometimes,
the unexpected (and unexpectedly sexy) is just what you
need to hit the reset button. "Hilarious and heartwarming,
it's an absolute must for your favorite gaymer and an
incredible read for anyone who's ever console-d
themselves through a heartbreak.” —Tini Howard
Be lured by these comics into a gay universe where no
man has gone before. Patrick Fillion send his
superheroes out into the world against the forces of evil.
and his sexy heroes certainly have their hands full when
they come up against amazingly hung and powerful
villains. Their mightiest weapon, a huge cock, is always
loaded. You can look forward to lots of exciting and
uncensored adventures of unbelievable sex!
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